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Simon Dewey’s  diary reveals another April trip 

For the week  9th to 14th April 1962, British Railways held a publicity and recruiting exhibition at Birmingham 

Snow Hill station in part promoting the impending upgrade of services to Paddington in the Autumn  with Diesel 

haulage replacing steam, which included on display and accessible to the public brand new  “Western”  (later 

Class 52) Diesel locomotive D1002 “Western Explorer” in green livery.   In addition there were two (I think) visits 

each day from Snow Hill to Tyesley sheds  in a single unit Diesel “bubble car” with tickets obtainable at the book-

ing office. Needless to say this was a tremendous draw for enthusiasts and tickets were sold out each day very 

promptly and too soon for anyone travelling to Snow Hill on a train not arriving  before 10 o’clock, as I discov-

ered when I sought to buy a ticket when I went on the first day of the exhibition. 

Although I missed out on the Tyesley trip I spent a busy day in Birmingham, first at Snow Hill then New Street 

with “lunch” (a bag of baked potatoes from a vendor with a coal heated oven on wheels near New Street) eaten 

while watching a full showing of cartoon films at the nearby cartoon film theatre (Bugs Bunny ones being  partic-

ular  favorites). A quick walk to Digbeth to see a wider range of Midland Red buses than was available in Wolver-

hampton, as well as Birmingham City ones of course, finishing off with a visit to Lewis’s where there was an ex-

cellent toy department as well as a roof garden from which one could get a bird’s eye view of passing buses. 

Then back to Snow Hill for a bit more spotting before catching the train back to Wolverhampton. 

I had travelled to Birmingham on the Birkenhead to Paddington train that left the Low Level at 9.35, arriving be-

hind “Hall” No 6934 “Beachamwell Hall” but changing engines to proceed South behind “King” No 6029 “King 

Edward VIII” which is shown departing from Snow Hill.  It would be withdrawn  no more than 3 months later, in 

July 1962. Built at Swindon in August 1930 it was originally named “King Stephen , being renamed on 14th May 

1936. 6029  was never a Wolverhampton engine, being initially  shedded at Old Oak Common until October 1939 

when it was transferred West to Plymouth Laira, returning to Old Oak in May 1959. During its life it ran 

1,859,278 miles before withdrawal and being cut up at Cashmores in Newport, South Wales. 

1962 



     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunday 28th April 1963 saw the SLS “Farewell to the Kings” special train from Birmingham Snow Hill to Southall and 

Swindon and thence back to Birmingham to celebrate the demise of the “ Kings”, the GWR’s premier class of ex-

press locomotives, the last survivors of which had been withdrawn from active service at the end of December the 

previous year, including 6018 “King Henry VI” which was returned to use in mid April and based at Tyseley shed 

specifically to haul what at that time would have been the very last “King” working. It was used on a number of lo-

cal trains from Snow Hill in the week running up to the 28th  however to prepare it for the special working, its hav-

ing been stored out of use for over three months. 

It is seen at Swindon Works awaiting returning to Birmingham, with alongside it  tenderless 6011 “King James I”  

withdrawn the previous December and destined to be scrapped at the  Works the following January, some 4 

months after 6018’s demise also at the Works in the September. 

First glimpse of the new “Westerns”  

1963 



The SLS trip was the start of a busy few days for me since 2 days later, the 30th, I travelled down to London for an 

interview with the LCC for a place on their Junior Technical Trainee scheme for Building Surveyors which I was for-

tunate to pass, starting work with them the following September, the start of my professional career. With the in-

terview not until quite late afternoon I took advantage of the time in hand to do some spotting at Paddington be-

fore going to County Hall , against which potential opportunity I had taken a my camera with me and amongst en-

gines photographed was 15XX Class outside-cylindered 0-6-0PT 1506, one of the station pilots, which drew the 

stock of the train I had arrived in back to Old Oak Common carriage sidings for servicing and the shot is of it draw-

ing out of the station with the backdrop of Paddington Goods Station behind it.  

Of interest is the van at the end of the train, part of which can be seen in the photo, this being a special bullion 

van, one of five built by the GWR between 1903 and 1907 for the transfer of gold bullion to the United States via 

Plymouth. What it was doing in a train from Wolverhampton is open to conjecture. I’m told they occasionally  

came into Snow Hill on the back of a London train, uncoupled, then moved to the tunnel sidings to be unload-
ed Simon. At the Snow Hill end of the tunnel, a short siding existed within the tunnel, alongside which was an 

underground entrance (now sealed) to the Birmingham branch of the Bank of England. The siding was used 

to transport cash and bullion by train to and from the bank, a facility which was last used in the mid-1960s.   

1506 was one of a class of only 10 locomotives, designed by Hawksworth similar to his 84XX class but as noted with 

outside cylinders and also the novelty (to the GWR) of Walschaerts outside valve gear. They had a shorter wheel-

base than th 84XXs and were intended for working in sidings with sharp curvature, duties previously carried out by 

2021 Class engines built at Wolverhampton. In the event the majority of the class spent their lives based at old Oak 

Common and working on Paddington pilot duties. 1506 was built in September 1949 and initially shedded at New-

port Pill before reallocation to London from where it was withdrawn in December 1963. A week after my LCC inter-

view I was in London again for another interview but this time I did not take my camera. 

Simon’s mention of the bullion van reminded me of this photo of a later ‘bullion train’ approaching Stafford.  The  

light blue containers contained used notes heading for incineration in the Manchester area and the converted car-

riage was full of armed police. The various control centers and 

signal boxes were apparently told 'under no circumstances was 

this train to be held'. The 4 containers had been carried under 

armed guard from the Central Bank in London to Willesden be-

fore loading  onto the flats.  Bescot man Tony Llewellyn remem-

bers bringing bullion back in ordinary banana vans (!) from 

Willesden to Aston goods with an Electric locomotive! 

My uncle Jack, who was a railway policeman, recalled being 
locked into bullion vans containing gold bars from Waterloo 

to Southampton Docks in the 1950’s  for export with only his 
truncheon for protection. Literally, sitting on a fortune! 

 In 1874, Georgina Elizabeth Ward, 

Countess of Dudley, a noted beauty of 

the time,  was robbed of her jewellery  

at Paddington station valued at 

£50,000. Pity there was no bullion van! 



 

 

One of the first big jobs I was given was to fit new lighting in the straight Shed at Stafford road  

shed. This was an awful job ,often working above Engines in steam. Everything I touched was 

filthy after years of smoke and steam and the job was not helped by my assistant Bill Lewis be-

ing unable to climb high up because of a slight disability. This was  November 1961 and steam 

was still the main form of motive power on the western 

region in the area. Four weeks of hell was what I experi-

enced, needing a bath each night at home ,as there were 

no showers at work in those days. After all that the Shed 

closed in September 1963! 

Following that job, I was given a few tasks at Low level 

Carriage sidings which  included replacing some light 

fittings and part of the conduits which enclosed the wir-

ing; not so dirty as working in a steam shed ! 

It was nice to get round the area doing various tasks. 1962 

saw the move to the London midland region and I was lucky enough to be given the Wellington area to look after 

for Electrical maintenance. This included the Stafford line as far as Donnington and my assistant now was Ted Bin-

nersley from Albrighton. Ted was head Bell ringer at Albrighton church and one day in our lunch break he took me 

to the top of Wellington church to look at the bells and see the view of the area from the top. I enjoyed the days 

we spent there and one day we got a lift in the Guards van of a local pick up goods train to Donnington station to 

repair some station lights. As the train had to pass through the ordnance depot ,the guard told us to lie low be-

cause we were not officially allowed to be in the there ! 

I remember being sent to Lightmoor Junction Signal Box ,where apparently there was a power failure.  I had no 

idea where it was and the first train to Wellington did not there arrive there till around 9am, so I asked the station 

Inspector how to get there. It was a very Snowy weather 

and he told me to catch a bus to Dawley and walk from 

the bus stop till we reached the railway line, then to follow 

the line until we reached the Junction with the line from 

Madeley junction where I would find Lightmoor Junction 

Box. I was surprised that it was Brick built and fairly new; it 

had replaced an old Wooden Box. The main fuse had 

failed but luckily there was a spare. I checked what load it 

had to carry and when I toted up all the Electric heaters, 

electric oven, Kettle and lighting I realised if everything 

was in use at the same time then the load was to 

much! No doubt the cold weather contributed  to the 

problem and I advised the signalman to try and avoid 

this in future. 

 

Alan Billingsley worked at Stafford Road Works 

Here’s more of his story 



On a second visit to Lightmoor it was much better weather and in spring it was a lovely spot with trees around the 

box, birds singing and lovely to be there. Unfortunately with the Developing of Telford it lost a lot of its charm.  

In those days the passenger trains from Wellington had only just ended but there was still a goods train running 

daily to Much Wenlock and beyond if required, hauled by a Western 0-6-0PT  and of course from Madeley Junction 

there were regular coal trains for the 

power station at Ironbridge, still Steam 

hauled often with  Stanier 2-8 -0 en-

gines.  

 In later years, I did go to the power sta-

tion to check the facilities provided in 

the office and mess room  for the shunt-

ers & Carriage & Wagon staff but by 

then we had a small van. 

 

 

 

South of Oakengates in those days, there were large Marshaling yards at Hollinswood which I visited by walking 

from Oakengates station, once known as West station as there was a LMS station at Oakengates Market Street on 

the  line from Hadley junction to Coalport East, This 

closed early to passengers but was still open for goods 

until 1964. Hollinswood had a large Signal Box controlling 

the GWR main line and  extensive sidings serving  local 

factories of the Lilleshall Company. Spare passenger car-

riages were also stored there at this time and behind the 

box  a freight only line led to Stirchley. There was an aw-

ful lot of pole lighting in the yard!. 

 

 

Mike Morgan caught  double headed jubilees, 

45690 Leander and 45596 Bahamas entering 

Shrewsbury with The Great Britain XIV  tour train. 

This escorted nine- day excursion was advertised 

as packed with steam highlights,  transporting you 

in style through the magnificent landscapes of 

England, Scotland and Wales.  The first class fare 

was £2695 or if you were feeling flush, Premier 

Class was £3495 which included 6 breakfasts, 3 

lunches and 6 dinners silver served at your seat.  

 

Not long left for the typical large GWR box at Hollins-

wood Sidings as the Hollinswood interchange takes 

shape behind, all part of the development of the new 

town of Telford.. 



On Saturday, 7th January 1989, I visited Scotland for a week’s entertainment on the railways. My 

objectives were to capture scenes on film, which I was unlikely to obtain at home, and also to have rides on the 

recently converted Class 37s to Electric Train Heat, of which Scotland had the vast majority of the 37/4 sub class. 

As regards photographs, I was in a transition stage whereby I was changing from prints to slides. I bought an AG-

FA film, which was flexible, and I had to nominate an ASA. I chose 800, which is very fast, and ideal for moving 

subjects in dull conditions. However, the weather was very bright for early January, and on receiving the slides, I 

noticed there were many instances of contrasting light, i.e. shadows were exemplified, which resulted many of 

the pictures being of disappointing quality. Naturally, you try to learn from your mistakes, and I don’t think that I 

ever bought an AGFA film again, particularly 800 ASA! 

It all started at Wolverhampton, and I travelled the full distance to Inverness on 

the “Clansman”, the 8.35 from Euston. The first leg of the journey was to Carstairs, 

and was powered by Class ‘86’ 86430 Scottish National Orchestra. There was a re-

versal at Carstairs for the second leg, which was via Edinburgh Waverley, and as 

the route was non-electrified, a change of power was necessary. Class ‘47’ 47604 

duly appeared at the rear to haul the train to Inverness – a grand total of 471 miles, and it was well into the 

evening before final arrival. I walked to my booked accommodation, which was the Pal-

ace Hotel, on the west bank of the Ness river, and about 10 minutes walk. I was ex-

pecting inclement conditions, but it was amazingly dry and mild, and although it was 

pleasant, I was somewhat disappointed.  The following day, I was now able to use my 

Freedom of Scotland Rover ticket, which was valid for 7 days and covered me for the full 

week, and the return trip as far as Carlisle. As was typical on a Sunday, services were 

late to get going, and I duly decided to go to Aberdeen, which depart-

ed at 10.20am. Unfortunately, it was powered by 47460, which I had 

travelled behind on previous visits to Scotland, but things were about 

to get better. It was declared a failure at Elgin (LEFT) and replaced by 

37175, which was a haulage ‘cop’ for me. After arrival at Aberdeen, I 

was rewarded with a further two ‘47’s, 47632 (15.08 to Glasgow, as 

far as Perth) and 47469 Glasgow Chamber of Commerce back to In-

verness on the 16.55 from Glasgow Queen St. The end of a very inter-

esting day, and no snow to be seen anywhere, at least at travelling level. My holiday coincided with a tragic 

event – the Kegworth air crash. Also, by chance, Kegworth happened to be my working base. I had a peripatetic 

job with National Westminster Bank, as it was called then. On the first weekday, there was a complete change of 

scene. In fact, I travelled on10 different services, which, believe me, takes some doing in the far north of Scot-

land. Inverness possessed a batch of ‘37’s (37414-37421 inclusive), and I needed the first 4 for haulage, and 

amazingly all became available, but I took a calculated gamble, that the final train of the day from Wick would be 

hauled by 37417, which proved to be correct, but I would have to travel as far as Brora, making a rapid transfer 

from one train to the other, and duly return to Inverness. This was not as bad as it seemed, as the train crews 

swapped fortunately. The journey back was a bit onerous, as there was no heat or light, but at least I had a com-

partment to myself. The long day had started at 6.35, and I was able to get to Garve, on the Kyle line (2 trains) 

and back to Inverness, to Kingussie and back, Keith and back, and of course, Brora and back. A total of 455 miles! 

Well, I was younger then!   

Roaming in the Gloaming and at other times 

Definition of gloaming: twilight, dusk 

Codsall regular Mick Horton enjoyed a Freedom of Scotland ticket 33 years ago 

 



47632 (LEFT) seen by Mick at Aberdeen was a 

short term resident of Eastfield depot  although 

long enough to gain the depot’s Scottish White 

Terrier logo. New to Cardiff Canton as D1652 in 

January 1965, it remained on the western region 

until transfer to Crewe Diesel in 1983, by then 

numbered 47068 and arrived in Scotland in 

1988, renumbered again to 47 632. Currently 

still with us it is now numbered 47848 and 

mainline registered with West Coast Railways in 

maroon livery. 

 

 

This was the end of my stay, in Inverness, and once again I journeyed to Aberdeen, and later Perth, but not back to 

Inverness. Edinburgh was my destination, and I checked into the Murrayfield Hotel, before making further sorties 

to Falkirk and Glasgow. 

Wednesday arrived, and another 10 journeys were made, but just 184 ½ miles travelled. Well 4 of them were Wa-

verley to Haymarket and back twice! However, I did venture as far as Lockerbie, and crossed the Forth Bridge twice 

to visit Inverkeithing. Thursday beckoned, and I left Edinburgh. A 

quick trip to Glasgow, and then the much longer trip to Fort Wil-

liam, but on reaching Rannoch Moor, a surprise. There was snow. 

I just had to record the occasion on film, which meant exposing 

my head from a moving train in conditions which had been expe-

rienced for the first time. Well, I was younger then! Corrour sta-

tion,[ (LEFT)  at 1,340 ft  above sea level, is one of the most re-

mote in the United Kingdom located on the northern edge 

of Rannoch Moor and not accessible by any public roads.  As we 

descended towards Fort William, the milder conditions returned, 

and on arrival, I checked into my hotel, before having time to go to Mallaig and back to enjoy the scenery. Friday 

was going home day, but still had the opportunity to do it leisurely, i.e. 4 different trains. Straight through to Glas-

gow Queen St, a DMU  to Stirling, and onwards to Edinburgh Waverley, where I caught the up Clansman, and after 

a change of engine at Carstairs, we had the luxury of a nearly new Class 90 (90003) which took me all the way back 

to Wolverhampton. 

A very interesting week, which provided me with 22 new engines for haulage (37s – 6, 47s – 12, 86s – 3, 90s – 1, 

with a total mileage of 2561 miles. Defi-

nitely, it was something that I would have 

loved to do again, but unfortunately 

something similar has not occurred, and 

unlikely to happen in the future. Well, 

after all, I was younger then! 

 

Right: 37423 has arrived from Fort William 

Thanks for the memories and photos 

Mick. A bargain at less than 2p a mile! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your chance to comment on 

previous items, add a photo 

or story, correct our mis-

takes and generally add to 

our knowledge …. We would 

love to hear from you!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Email us at  

lenandpam@hotmail.com 

Platform End 

Quiz Question 

Where are these chaps 

with time  their hands? 

Two stations for the price 

of one in this interesting 

photo. 

Last months answer was 

the new rolling stock for 

Southend Pier Railway. 

Mick Horton was the first 

to correctly identify it. 

It’s not very often you 

see a new turntable be-

ing installed but the 

Rother Valley Railway 

have done just that at 

the new Robertsbridge 

Junction station.  The 

65ft Ransomes & Rapier 

table was originally in-

stalled at Cannon Street, 

London in 1926 and 

moved to  Hither Green 

MPD in 1933. After clo-

sure of the steam shed it 

was used to turn the odd 

class 08 shunter but has 

seen little use in recent 

years.   

SECR Class C 0-6-0 No 

31694 has had a spin on 

the table at Hither  

Green  back in 1959. 



 

Alan Billingsley sent his memories of how a hot day in Bee Lane started a lifetime’s interest in railways 

Train Spotting days started in 1952 ,during a hot Summer day in the school holidays. It was too hot to do much, so 
myself and Tony Whyton lay in the long grass at the top of Bee lane playing fields near the line from Wolverhamp-
ton to Stafford. An older boy suggested while we were there we might start taking engine numbers and we decid-
ed to take his advice. So, at 11 years old, a lifetime of interest began. Tony's interest only lasted for about a year 
but I soon made friends among other spotters. Besides Bee lane, I spent time at Bushbury,  Stafford road shed and 
the Western region main line at Fox's lane and the Bird cage walk by the Gas Works. A day spotting at Stafford 
was always a pleasure where we could see the large Pacific's which did not normally come our way and many oth-
ers. In  my first year I stayed mainly in the Wolverhampton area and one October Sunday I was at Bushbury just 
about to go home for lunch when to my surprise past the shed going north came 46257 City of Salford, heading 
the Royal Scot. It was my first sighting of a Coronation pacific and my first experience of a Sunday Trent valley line 
diversion, an exciting moment for me ! From then on my friends and I looked forward to the Trent being blocked 
on a Sunday. In the following years there were  summer trips to Stafford, Birmingham New 
Street, Crewe, Shrewsbury and Tamworth. Tamworth was amazing ,because the West coast 
mainline crossed under the Birmingham-Derby line and  large numbers  of spotters gathered in a 
field next to the line.   

On joining the Wolverhampton Locomotive Society in 1954, I started joining their coach trips to 
loco Sheds around the country, the first being to the Manchester area starting with Macclesfield and ending with 
Patricroft. We covered most of England and South Wales and in 1957 I did the Scottish weekend trip although un-
fortunately I had bad travel sickness which spoilt the first day. I was glad to get to the hotel in Glasgow, going 
straight to bed and sleeping right through until the next morning. Later that year I did another trip to Scotland 
with Roy a Works colleague. Using Youth hostels ,we got as far north as Wick and Thurso, west to Stranraer and 
Oban plus of course all the main centers in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Perth, Aberdeen, Inverness and a lot more; some-
what more successful and enjoyable than my first venture across the Border! 

Not a great photo but the famous stationfields at Tamworth where many of the locals will have heard the cry go  

out ……....SEMI ! 

'Notice Engine-spotting at Tamworth Station. The unruly behaviour of many train spotters 

at this station cannot be tolerated and their entry is Prohibited Until Further Notice'. 

 (No one here surely!) 

Railway  enthusiasts who take their summer pleasure in the observation of traffic from lineside or station 

platforms are normally the most decorous of people and it is unfortunate that the misdeeds of  a small minority—-

mainly irresponsible youngsters whose interest in trains is likely to be ephemeral—should have led to one of the 

best vantage-points in the country being placed out of bounds to all juvenile spotters. This is Tamworth Station, 

where the intersection on different levels of the main lines from Euston to the North and from Derby to Birming-

ham offer a practically continuous flow of entertainment.  In the light of the evidence adduced as to the extent of  

trespassing and interference with equipment, the authorities of the London Midland Regions seem to have had no 

alternative to the imposition of the ban but there appears to be no intention of extending this unless similar local 

difficulties arise elsewhere.              From The Railway Magazine  July/August 1948 

“Spotting” Ban at Tamworth  The Station Café used by bikers and spotters alike 



Front cover: ex-WD Class 8F 2-8-0 No. 90386 waits to depart from Glasgow Queen Street with the Glasgow to Stirling leg of 

the BLS/SLS/SLPF Scottish Rambler No. 5 railtour. April 1966. Photo:  George Woods  

 

Roger Fletcher was at Bridgnorth to 

see SR West Country Class 34027 ‘Taw 

Valley’ rolled-out in a unique purple 

and silver livery in honour of The 

Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. Renum-

bered as ‘70’ to reflect the seven dec-

ades of Her Majesty’s reign, the loco 

will be named ‘Elizabeth II’ on Thurs-

day 2nd June at the start of the SVR’s 

Platinum Jubilee weekend event. It 

will run in its purple livery, carrying its 

new name and number for a limited 

time, after which the SVR will return it 

to its original name, number and liv-

ery. The name was chosen  after a public vote, and  received royal approval via the Cabinet Office, presumably 

during a break in parties! Hornby are launching a limited edition model of the Severn Valley Railway’s ‘purple lo-

co’ although it has already sold out in the SVR shop.! 

Dave ‘The Kid’ Hatton  sent this photo 

of  LSWR S15 class No 506 recently arrived 

at Bridgnorth for the Spring Gala.  The class 

had a complex build history, spanning sever-

al years of construction from 1920 to 1936 

and were often nicknamed  "Goods Arthurs" 

by Southern enginemen due to their similar 

appearance to the N15 King Arthur class lo-

comotives.  

 

Derek Horton kindly sent this picture (Right) of 506 at Hamp-

ton Loade  whilst having his own picture taken by the look of it. 

Below are two unusual views by ‘The Kid’ of  visiting A4 pacific 

4498 (60007) Sir Nigel Gresley in LNER wartime black livery . 

The new type corridor tenders, a complicated story, fitted to 

certain A4s were not the prettiest when running in reverse!   

Pretty in Purple? 

SVR Spring Gala scenes 



From 100 mph to 5! 

 Chris Green recalls a night on the Oxley shunt 
 The year is 2001 and I’m starting a week of nights on the Oxley shunt. Although not a huge 

fan of nights I consider this to be one of the better jobs. Some drivers don’t like it, but for 

me pottering around Oxley on the ‘Jocko’ (the Class 08 shunt engine) makes a refreshing 

change from pounding up and down the main line at 100 MPH or more. Arriving at Wolverhampton station – still 

referred to as ‘High Level’ by one or two railwaymen – I book on duty by phone to the Virgin Trains Resource Cen-

tre in Preston. Then it’s a quick look at the Late Notice Case, followed by the Drivers Daily Alteration Sheet, which 

notifies me of any changes to my job in the coming days. Finally, I check my pigeon hole, where I find a letter from 

the Driver Manager. Here we go again – why did I lose two minutes between Euston and Milton Keynes when 

working 1G34 on the 23rd. That was over two weeks ago, I’ve been to Euston and back a dozen times since then; 

how the blazes can I remember why I lost two minutes, if indeed I lost time at all. I do what I usually do when re-

plying to these letters – I make something up – it must keep the DM happy because I have never had any come-

back. ‘Slowed by cautionary signals approaching Hemel Hempstead.’ Sounds convincing enough, that will do the 

trick. Right, now back to tonight’s job. Drivers on this turn are 

provided with a taxi to take them from the station to Oxley, but 

most don’t use it, me included. Instead, I get back into my car 

and drive myself; the reason being that if things go well and we 

get squared up before the end of the shift, I can head off straight 

away and be home in ten minutes. As I arrive at Oxley, I see the 

’Jocko‘ standing in its usual place just inside the exit signal from 

the yard, opposite the supervisor’s office. I make my presence 

known and then take a look round my locomotive for the night.  

As is often the case, the engine has been left running, so climb-

ing into the cab I make sure the handbrake has been fully applied 

before checking that everything appears to be in order. I notice 

the gauge shows only 40 gallons of diesel in the header tank, and whilst it has a capacity of about 80 gallons, it is 

generally considered good practice to maintain it at about the 70 gallon mark. The Class 08 is equipped with two 

fuel tanks – a main tank and a header tank – and because the engine is fed directly from the header tank, fuel has 

firstly to be transferred into this from the main tank. A few 08s have been fitted with an electric transfer pump, 

but my locomotive still has a manual pump, a large lever on the left hand side of the cab. I have no option but to 

start pumping, and a good ten minutes later the gauge is only just getting near the 70 gallon mark. By this time, it 

feels like my arm is about to drop off, and I’m cursing the driver who let the level in the tank fall so low. After this 

unexpected bout of physical activity, I leave the cab to check the sandboxes. As the gradient leading from the 

’down‘ side of the yard and onto the main line is quite steep, sand is often required, particularly when railhead 

conditions are poor, so ensuring that the boxes contain enough sand is important. I find that some of the boxes 

are almost empty but a couple are still full, which indicates that the delivery pipes may be blocked. It is the job of 

the fitters to maintain and fill the sandboxes, but they show little 

interest in doing so  as they don’t have to deal with any problems 

resulting from a lack of sand – I do! I call to the yard supervisor to 

request that the boxes be replenished, knowing that they proba-

bly won’t be.  

The Jocko – 08 698 – standing in its usual place 

by the exit signal to the yard.  

Class 87 No. 87 026 Sir Richard Arkwright standing on the 

down side at Oxley.  



Therefore, as a temporary solution I transfer some of the sand from the boxes still full to those that appear to be 

in working order. Hopefully this will see me through tonight’s shift, but it is nevertheless a most unsatisfactory sit-

uation. On a few occasions I have resorted to taking the ’Jocko‘ to the shed, and with help from one of the shunt-

ers, filling the sandboxes myself. At last, I am satisfied my locomotive is suitably prepared for the night’s work. 

Time now for a quick cup of tea, but before I even reach the mess room the shunter appears and informs me a 

train is just dropping onto the depot and one of the coaches has to be removed. He hands me a two-way radio, 

this being the method by which driver and shunter communicate when undertaking manoeuvres at Oxley. The 

radio is essential because as the shunter will be at the opposite end of the movement, he could be up to thirteen 

coaches from the shunt engine, and therefore not visible to the driver. I move the ’Jocko‘ onto the rear of the 

train, the shunter hooks me on (couples the 08 to the train) and then disappears to locate the defective coach. The 

radio bursts into life, ”Ease up, ease up, ease away.“ As I follow his instructions this allows him to release the buck-

eye coupler and split the train. Although strictly against the rules, some shunters remain in between vehicles dur-

ing easing up movements. They must have a lot of confidence in the driver because just a small mistake on his part 

could have fatal consequences. Tonight’s shunter however always does things by the book, and informs me that 

he is safely on board the train and the move can begin. I am soon confronted by one of Oxley’s most serious short-

comings. Because there is no headshunt nearly all moves have to proceed onto the main line and stand behind a 

ground signal on the viaduct, before then setting back into the yard. If there are trains about on the main line any 

shunt move will be held at the exit signal until a path becomes available, so a move that should only take 20 

minutes can take an hour or more. As I approach the signal it stays ’on,‘ so I come to a stand. After about five 

minutes a late evening Shrewsbury local passes, and then I am cleared to proceed out onto the viaduct with my 

load of six or seven coaches. I hear the shunter shout ”Red light“ over the radio, which is the instruction for me to 

halt the movement. Once the ground signal clears, he tells me to start setting back into the yard. As the shunter is 

now at the leading end he is in control of the movement and keeps in constant communication with me. If contact 

is lost, I stop immediately, as I have no way of knowing what is happening at the other end of the train. Tonight, all 

seems fine, and I keep hearing ”Keep coming, keep coming, keep coming“ on the radio, followed a little later by 

”Green light.“ This is the shunter instructing me to slow the movement right down as we are approaching an ob-

struction, either another vehicle or buffer 

stops. Finally, I get ”Red light,“ so bring the 

train to a stand. The shunter uncouples the de-

fective coach, after which I move the train to an 

adjacent siding where a replacement coach is 

stored. Once this has been attached the move-

ment is repeated, until the two portions of the 

train have been re-joined. As I return the 

‘Jocko’ to its usual place inside the exit signal, 

the supervisor appears uttering those very fa-

miliar words – “Ready in the shed.“ This means 

that maintenance work on the train inside the 

shed has been completed and it can now be 

removed, so this is my next job. Trains are al-

ways driven into the shed, but when coming 

back out it is the DVT (Driving Van Trailer) that is usually leading, with the electric loco at the rear. Unfortunately, 

if driven out from the DVT there is a risk of becoming lock buffered due to the curvature of the track, and there-

fore to prevent this trains are hauled out of the shed by the shunt engine. So, it’s down to the shed where the 

doors have already been opened and the signal cleared to go straight in. Once the shunter has hooked me on, he 

walks round the train to check it is safe to move, removing any scotches from under the wheels and releasing all 

handbrakes. He tells me over the radio he is on board and the movement can begin.   

D9000 Royal Scots Grey stabled at Oxley in the summer of 1999.  



As I ease the train slowly out of the shed, I notice that it has started to rain, making the rails very greasy. I am pull-

ing a full load here – 10 coaches and a locomotive – so I look ahead to see whether the exit signal has cleared; if I 

am brought to a stand, it will be difficult to re-start on a slippery rail. The gradient steepens quite significantly for 

the final hundred yards or so leading out of the yard to the main line, and to make matters worse this is also where 

the exit signal is located. I sound the engine’s whistle to announce my approach but to no avail, the signal remains 

obstinately at danger and I have to stop. I surmise that either there is a train due on the main line, or the signal-

man has fallen asleep – one of the regular ’bobbies‘ at Oxley is notorious for dozing off on duty. After ten minutes 

no train has passed so I suspect the signalman is deep in the land of nod. I call out to the supervisor to ring the Box 

in the hope this will stir him from his slumbers. Success! About a minute later the signal clears. Now the fun really 

begins. When I open the power handle to about the three-quarters position and turn the sanders on, the ’Jocko‘ 

begins to judder violently as the wheels try to grip the wet rail. Everything in the cab rattles and vibrates, and it 

feels as though the loco is going to shake itself to pieces. To my immense relief the ’Jocko‘ inches forward, the 

sand giving me that little extra adhesion so important in these conditions. Once on the move it is tempting to open 

the power handle wider, but this is a mistake as it can result in wheelspin and slipping to a stand. Therefore, if still 

moving forward, however slowly, it is better to leave the controls untouched. I move towards the main line, and it 

is only when about half the train has reached the 

easier gradient on the viaduct that speed picks up 

just a fraction. After what seems like an age I hear 

”Red light“ from the shunter, telling me the rear of 

the train is clear of the ground signal. As the shunt-

er calls me back into the yard on what is now a 

falling gradient, I am careful to keep my speed 

right down; stopping about 450 tons on a greasy 

rail can be problematic. Even so when I hear 

”Green light“ I have difficulty slowing down, and 

this is soon followed by a second ”Green light“ 

uttered with more urgency.  

By using a combination of locomotive and train brakes I manage to regain control before I hear “Red light,“ so all is 

well this time. However, it is all too easy when shunting in poor railhead conditions to misjudge things and end up 

with a rough shunt or even a demolished stop block. I next undertake a couple of shunts required to re-position spare 

coaches in sidings known as ’The Hole,‘ which are located near the site of the old coaling stage. Finally, I hear the shunter on 

the radio – ”That’s it for a bit, time for a break.“ I quickly screw the engine down (apply the handbrake) and head for the mess 

room, where the kettle is already on the boil. Time now for that long overdue cup of tea, followed by the sandwiches I 

brought from home. Eating in the middle of the night does nothing to improve the health of my digestive system, but it ’s ei-

ther that or go hungry. Then there’s the mess room ’entertainment‘ to endure. The supervisor and some of the shunters abso-

lutely love fishing, so every chance they get they watch fishing videos on the mess room TV. Call me a spoilsport, but watching 

a line of men sitting by a river in the pouring rain discussing the merits of different types of maggot, bores me senseless; in 

fact I’d rather watch paint dry. I suffer this visual torment for about ten minutes, after which I can’t take any more and virtual-

ly plead with the supervisor to find me some work, but to no avail. As a last resort I take a walk outside to breathe in the cool 

night air; all is tranquil as I stand and look out across the racecourse. After a while I return to the mess room and have a sec-

ond cup of tea, trying not to watch TV. Then the phone rings and the supervisor shouts, ”Ready in the shed“; never have I 

been so glad to hear those words. In a flash I’m back on the engine and heading down to the shed, where once again the 

shunter hooks me onto the train. As I pull another full load out of the shed, I see that the exit signal – which is Oxley’s only 

remaining semaphore – has already cleared; the signalman has obviously managed to stay awake this time.  

 Former Anglia Railways Class 86 No. 86 223 Norwich Union stored in ‘The Hole.’      Photos: Chris Green 



I respond by cracking open the ’Jocko’s‘ power handle to build up speed and take a run at the steep gradient lead-

ing out of the yard. Even so, by the time I’m approaching the main line speed has fallen to less than walking pace, 

such is the weight of the train. I continue out onto the viaduct and go through the crossover to come to a stand on 

the ’up‘ main, whereas previous shunts that night have been onto the ’down‘ line. This train is to be held in one of 

Oxley’s ’up‘ side sidings, and access to these is only possible from the ’up‘ main. The shunter again controls the 

movement over the radio as I set back; with the ’up‘ side being mostly level I am less concerned about being able 

to stop on the still very slippery rail. When the shunt is completed, I return the ’Jocko‘ to the ’down‘ side. Then I 

hear ”Kitchen swop on three road“ come over the radio. This is the next job; a coach has to be replaced on the 

train standing in number three siding. Often it is the kitchen car that has to be swopped, I don’t really understand 

why this is. It is of no consequence to me however, as shunting a kitchen car is no different from any other coach. 

When the swop is done the shunter calls, ”Back to the cabin“ (mess room), so I screw the engine down and then 

spend a couple of minutes topping up the fuel in the header tank. Once back in the mess room I relax and wait for 

further orders. A few minutes later the supervisor appears and says to me, ”We’re squared up now, there’s no 

more shunting to be done before morning so get yourself off home.“ I don’t need telling twice; I collect my bag, 

jump in the car and seconds later I’m driving out of the depot and under the viaduct. In ten 

minutes, I’m home. I creep upstairs, get undressed and try not to wake the wife as I slip into 

bed. I glance at the clock – it’s 4.30am – so with a bit of luck I’ll get a couple of hours sleep 

before being woken by the family in the morning. Same again tonight and the rest of the 

week. Oh well, it could be worse – I could be going fishing ….. 

Thanks for the memories Chris! 

 

Back in May 1987, I caught 08765 from across the Oxley tracks taking 

the strain by the look of the exhaust and about to pass the remaining 

lower quadrant signal Chris mentioned above. This particular ‘Jocko’, 

originally D3933,  had been built at Horwich works in 1961going new 

to Kittybrewster shed in Scotland and arriving locally at Bescot via 

Aberdeen and Leicester in 1972. Along the way the shunter was fitted 

additionally with air brakes and waterproofed for use as a carriage pi-

lot at Oxley carriage sidings where its duties took it through the car-

riage washer on a regular basis. Of the 996 reliable class 08’s produced 

less than a hundred remain in use although many are preserved.   

In June 2018, GB Rail-

freight purchased 16 redundant 

Class 56 locomotives from UK 

Rail Leasing to be rebuilt as Class 

69s by  Progress Rail.  

 Fresh from the Eastleigh paint 

shop, the latest member,  GBRF 

No 69005,  leaves Eastleigh for 

Tonbridge. All credit to GBRF for 

this retro-livery including BR 

logo.   



By the mid 1970’s our detachment had moved into redundant office accommodation at a 

factory in my home town of Ashbourne. Although having at one time been a major em-

ployer and manufacturer of foundation garments, the company’s fortunes were now very much on the wane, de-

mand for corsets and other heavily engineered undergarments being almost exclusively confined to the more ma-

ture lady. Initially our visitors had to pass through the company’s reception area where various mannequin figures 

wearing a selection of garments invariably coloured an odd shade of pink (which somebody must have decided 

approximated to flesh tones) were strategically placed. The looks on the faces of visitors were priceless. We had 

only been in Ashbourne for a few months when I was told the OS was transferring me to Bury St Edmunds, no ifs, 

no buts and whilst I had nothing against that most pleasant of Suffolk towns, marriage was imminent so I decided 

it was time to move on to pastures new. Now to the matter in hand, “About time” I hear you cry! 

Around 1980 I invested in my first decent camera and took occasional trips up to Great Rocks, Peak Forest and the 

Buxton area. There was a reasonable variety of locos working in the area although sometimes there were so few 

trains it seemed a waste of time going. Oh for RTT back then! The ICI hopper trains remained the staple traffic alt-

hough over the years thirteen wagons had been lost to accident damage. Following the end of iron ore trains to 

Shotton in 1980, ICI purchased eight basically similar wagons from British Steel followed later by another five. 

These were overhauled and adapted at ICI’s engineering workshops at Northwich prior to joining the Tunstead 

fleet. The sides of these wagons were slightly lower than those of the original ones and also fitted with end lad-

ders. The paint finish was noticeably lighter. These features are shown by the first wagon in the photo of 45016 

climbing away from Peak Forest with a loaded train on 29th May 1984 which was included in Part 1. Some of you 

may also have noted ex-BR 07001 which was shunting in the background, more of which more shortly. 

The initial three mile climb at 1 in 90 from Tunstead Sidings to Dove Holes Tunnel was a challenge for loaded trains 

and invariably required a banker. In steam days ex-LMS 4F’s were a popular choice on banking turns until Type 2’s 

began to arrive on the scene but in reality anything suitable, available and nearby was likely to be appropriated. 

The long decent towards the Cheshire Plain was also very demanding and it was only after the 8F’s retired that, 

notwithstanding the vacuum braked hoppers, it was appreciated how effective their braking ability had been. Type 

2 and 4 diesels replaced the 8F’s on these trains with Class 25’s, 20’s and various Class 37 sub-classes appearing 

later, including thirteen 37/5’s based at Buxton Depot specifically for traffic from Tunstead and other nearby quar-

ries. Over the years Class 40’s, 45’s and 47’s also worked these trains. Diesel haulage enabled the ICI loadings to 

be increased to twenty two wagons if required. 

A notable loco enjoying a second career in industrial use was ex-BR 

07001 photographed in typical Peak District weather on 27th Febru-

ary 1985 at Dove Holes Quarry Sidings. This loco was the doyen of a 

class built in 1962 specifically for use in Southampton Docks. It was 

withdrawn in 1986 and subsequently acquired for preservation. It is 

now an operational member of the Heritage Shunters Trust fleet 

based at Rowsley. At the time of my photo the quarry was operated 

by Peakstone Lime, part of the RMC Industrial Minerals Group. 

These sidings lie on the Up side just north of the former Peak Forest 

station and now accommodate trains loaded with aggregate dis-

patched by current quarry owner Cemex. Another 07,011 is Privately owned at St Leonards TMD, fitted with high-

level brake pipes on one end for shunting DEMU vehicles  

Great Rocks Dale 2 – The Sequel! 

Our very own Limestone Cowboy, Tony Beresford, concludes 

the tale.  



Several buildings dating back many years remained at this location in the 80’s as shown on some of my photo-

graphs. I especially like the photo of 20034/160 (Left) leaving on 

yet another ICI train bound for Northwich, not only because of the 

wintery weather but also the large original BLI building in the back-

ground. (see Part 1) These buildings have since disappeared as 

shown in the much more recent photo (Below)  taken by our es-

teemed editor with DRS class 37716.  

Dove Holes Quarry is now second only in size to 

Tunstead and Cemex’s ownership covers an area 

that originally contained four separate quarries. 

Two of those, Newline and Peak, predated con-

struction of the adjacent Midland Railway and were 

in the ownership of the Manchester, Sheffield & 

Lincolnshire Railway which had acquired the Peak 

Forest Tramway in 1846. Following opening of the new line, the MR and MS&LR quickly agreed the provision of 

sidings and running powers over MR metals to New Mills to enable the latter direct access to a standard gauge rail-

way rather than using the tramway and Peak Forest Canal. Much of the output from nearby Holderness and Bee 

Low Quarries passed over the tramway until it closed in 1926, however by then increasing amounts were being 

dispatched from the sidings formerly provided for the MS&LR. Additional sidings had been installed in 1903 to ac-

commodate this traffic but were now inadequate. In the meantime the lease on the now GCR quarries had ended 

to the advantage of the owners of Holderness and Bee Low who entered into an agreement with the LM&SR for 

construction of more sidings capable of handling four hundred wagons every day. These sidings came into use in 

March 1926 and are the basis of the layout seen today. The quarry has expanded and evolved over the intervening 

years, producing 4.2million tonnes of material in 2008. I’ve not found any recent figures but no doubt output has 

steadily increased and with 250 million tonnes of reserves, production is assured for decades to come. Thanks to 

the adjacent rail head around 55% of aggregate is distributed nationally. In addition to aggregates, the quarry is 

also home to an asphalt plant, dry silo mortar and concrete products production, plus 

ready mixed concrete plants. Those among you who admit to being ‘twitchers’ may be 

aware of the Twite, a songbird in danger of completely disappearing from England. The 

decline of the species is so concerning that it is on the conservation 'Red List'. Twite num-

bers have suffered as the availability of autumn seeds as well as mature heather and 

bracken has become scarcer, resulting in less food and suitable nesting sites. According to 

a recent survey there are only about 170 pairs left in the country, of which ten pairs are resident at Dove Holes 

Quarry. This small but nationally important population is monitored and safeguarded by Cemex. 

Turning now to Tunstead, by the late 80’s it had confirmed its place as the largest limestone quarry in Europe and 

was producing well over 5 million tons every year. However in 1992 ICI was broken up into a series of smaller com-

panies. The quarry at Tunstead came under control of Buxton Lime Industries (BLI) and the Soda Ash plants at 

Northwich went to Brunner Mond Ltd. The hopper wagons became the property of BLI from which point the 152 

wagon fleet gradually began to reduce in size with some finding internal use at the Northwich end. As age and lim-

ited capacity was becoming ever more apparent, it was decided to withdraw the wagons by the end of 1997. The 

last loaded service formed of ICI hoppers ran on 28th December 1997 with the return empty train running two 

days later. Fortunately several hoppers were subsequently purchased for preservation, including two acquired by 

the Stanier 8F Society and based at the Severn Valley Railway.  



As far as I’m aware, these hoppers remain stored on the stub of the Stourport-on-Severn line south of Bewdley, 

however I’d be pleased to hear from anybody who can provide an update regarding their location and condition. 

In the first half of the 1980’s ICI constructed a causeway across the 

dale to link the Tunstead complex with a new quarry at Old Moor. 

The causeway is a substantial structure carrying a haul road sever-

al metres above the railway. It is penetrated by three short tun-

nels, the right hand one in the accompanying photo accommo-

dating the former main, now single line. The rake of internal user 

wagons is particularly interesting. Old Moor continues to provide 

much of the stone produced at Tunstead. A rake of ICI hopper 

wagons stand in the shadows to the left. I took this photo whilst 

on a Branch Line Society visit to the internal rail system in January 

1989. After a comprehensive safety briefing and the issuing of hard hats, we boarded SCW/1/29 'Dovedale' (Rolls 

Royce RR10284 of 1969) for our tour. This loco had been repaired with Thomas Hill superstructure following an ac-

cident in 1974. As shown in Part 1 the crew entered into the spirit of the occasion by first demonstrating the climb-

ing ability of ‘Dovedale’ up, if memory serves, we were told was a 1in14 gradient. The escape siding in the back-

ground was even steeper but needless to say we didn’t venture up it! Next we progressed through the deep rock 

cutting I referred to previously before being invited to go onto a catwalk alongside one of the tracks beneath the 

loading bins. A couple of tracks away a rake of ICI hopper wagons 

drawn by chain driven Thomas Hill 0-4-0 'Harry Townley' was about 

to be loaded. To this day I’ve never heard such a cacophony as 43½ 

tons of limestone dropped into each empty wagon. Not everybody 

accepted the offer, I wonder why? The photo (repeated right)  

shows ‘Harry Townley’ and the rake emerging back into daylight. 

We had a quick look at the nearby shed where the industrial locos 

were based and concluded in time honoured BLS fashion by cover-

ing as much track as possible in our allotted time. It was an excel-

lent visit which I doubt will ever be repeated. 

Of the three former ICI factories at Northwich only Lostock Works, now in the ownership of Tata Chemicals Europe 

(TCE) remains in production, a daily train from Tunstead apparently now sufficient to meet its requirements. TCE 

recently announced a £30M “future-proofing investment” scheme at its Lostock soda ash manufacturing site so 

presumably the works will continue to receive limestone from Tunstead for the foreseeable future. 

Wallerscote Island (to give it its full name) was closed by TCE in 2013 with Winnington ceasing production the fol-

lowing February. The last inbound load of stone to the latter was delivered on 31st January 2014, the empties re-

turning to Tunstead later the same day. The accompanying photo was taken at Winnington in happier times during 

a railtour on 21st September 1991 organised by the 

Institution of Mining Engineers. 37706 is at the head 

of the train, 47479 being on the rear due to the many 

reversals made during the day. Other locations visited 

by the tour included Briggs Sidings, Ashton-in-

Makerfield and the Kelbit Works branch, Bickershaw 

and Parkside Collieries and Fiddlers Ferry Power Sta-

tion Loop. Quite a day out! 

Thanks for another gritty tale Tony! 

 



 

 

 

May (1964) “Castle “ No 7012 “Barry Castle” alongside the coaler and “Hall” No 4993 “Dalton Hall” standing over 

the ash pit at Oxley shed on 23rd May 1964. 

7012 was one of the “Castles” transferred from Stafford Road to Oxley when Stafford Road shed closed in Septem-

ber 1963 and remained an Oxley engine until its withdrawal in November the following year. It had first moved to 

Wolverhampton in 1961 having spent almost all of its life before then (it was built in 1948) shedded at Landore and 

Carmarthen in South Wales before a brief stint at Old Oak Common in 1960 

4993 was shedded at Severn Tunnel Junction at the time of the photo where it would outlast 7012 by four months, 

being withdrawn in February 1965. Built at Swindon in February 1931 its first shed was in the far west at Penzance. 

The visual differences between the larger and more powerful 4-cylinder express and the less powerful 2-cylinder 

mixed traffic engine are clearly apparent as is the toothed brickwork of the coaling plant front wall where the possi-

bility of the structure being enlarged at some time after its construction was allowed for but never in the event 

needed. The 1932-built repair shop and chimney of Stafford Road Works are visible in the right background 

 

St Nicholas Railway Circle. 

Last month we welcomed Paul Chancellor, the owner of Colour-Rail,  the noted  Photo Library for Archive transport   

photographs. With 350,000 photos to  chose from it was no surprise that this was an entertaining evening.  

Next meeting  Tuesday 10th May.    Leon Coast (who?) takes a risk with Buses and Trains do go together! 

Simon Dewey’s May photo spot 



 

 

 

First perhaps, a little geography might be useful. 

The Hoo Peninsular is that almost triangular 

piece of land that separates the Thames from 

the Medway until they join to form the Thames Estuary at Grain, op-

posite to Sheerness. The Peninsula has a ridge of high land but is pri-

marily flat and marshy. The Peninsular was, and still is, good farming 

land with extensive sheep / cattle grazing on the marshes. There 

were virulent mosquito colonies breeding in the many inlets and 

dykes and deaths from "the ague", a form of malaria, was common. The marshes could be foggy, damp, dank and 

unhealthy, the land of escaping prisoners from prison hulks. We are in Charles Dickens country. 

The two main settlements or villages were, Hoo and Cliffe with several smaller villages. The term Hundred stems 

from Saxon times as an area of administration and covered the whole peninsular. Today it is within the Unitary 

Authority of Medway. Local business interests and farmers got authorisation for a line in 1865. It would have been 

a branch off the SER North Kent Line and would take a northerly route via Cliffe and High Halstow to Grain. Given 

the sparse population (3500 in total) and total lack of any industry, except farming, neither the SER or the LCDR 

were interested. The scheme failed. In 1876 the proposal was revived and approaches were made to the SER. 

From this a company was formed The Hundred of Hoo Railway (HoHR) which of course eventually got absorbed 

into the SER. The initial proposal was for a line from the North Kent Line at Higham to Sharnal Street via Cliffe. On 

the face of it, a railway line starting nowhere and, going nowhere was absurd. But the real impetus for the SER 

was to extend further east to establish a new ferry terminal at the mouth of the Medway, Port Victoria. The line 

therefore had nothing to do with the marshes or farmers of Hoo, but the LCDR and Continental traffic. 

The SER and LCDR had been at each others throats (again!) over Continental traffic via Dover - Calais and Folke-

stone - Boulogne. An unusual bout of common sense occurred in 1865 when the two combatants agreed to a 

pooling of revenue, the Continental Agreement. In 1876 the LCDR opened it's new pier on the opposite bank of 

the Medway at Queenborough for the Flushing ferries to Holland. The SER claimed this was in breach of the Conti-

nental Agreement, a claim they subsequently lost in court. Right said the SER, we'll have our own pier on the 

Medway and we will build a new Port for European trade as well. That'll teach that upstart LCDR! Well, they built 

their pier, which was named Port Victoria, but the ferries to Holland didn't come and the Port was never built. 

The initial HoHR was to be nine miles long branching off the SER at Higham then running via, but not necessarily 

serving, Cliffe, (one mile distant) Cooling (never served), Hoo, (two miles distant from the nearest station - Sharnal 

Street) High Halstow and Lower Stoke, (both eventually acquired halts) Clearly the SER had it's eye on Port Victo-

ria, not the villages! The projected cost was 

£72000. The line was opened in stages, finally 

opening at Port Victoria (Left)  in September 1882. 

There were a couple of moderate gradients across 

the central ridge, but most of the line was built 

across flat farmland or marshes. Apart from the 

station built on the pier, a wooden, ramshackle 

"hotel" and the Royal Corinthian Yacht Club and a 

shepherds cottage, there was nothing there apart 

from mud flats and the river. There was no road, 

you either caught the train or walked 

Man of Kent Mike Barnard explains the 

Hundred of Hoo  Railway 



There was initially a ferry service to Sheerness pier by paddle steamer. The SER had been running a long ferry ser-

vice from Strood to Sheerness in an attempt to compete with new direct LCDR rail service. With the opening of the 

HOHR this was transferred to Port Victoria. This ferry, and some summer excursion steamer visits provided the 

sole income, which initially apparently was quite healthy. There was one more very important "customer" of the 

pier, Queen Victoria herself no less. The Royal Yacht berthed here on many occasions conveying Royal parties to 

and from the Continent, Her Majesty apparently being one of the few who appreciated the remoteness of her 

namesake pier thereby avoiding public gaze. The pier, being wood, was prey to marine worms (the Wooden Walls 

of the sailing navy had the same problem in the same river) and the platforms were gradually extended back onto 

dry land. Despite repeated repairs, the pier was eventually declared unsafe, the ferry service was abandoned, and 

services were terminated at Sharnal Street, there were no stations or halts at that time between there and the 

pier. However, passenger traffic grew during Southern Railway  days. 

 In 1931 work commenced on a new line off the original 

HoHR at Stoke, to the small village of Allhallows-on-sea  on 

the banks of the Thames, where encouraged by the Southern 

Railway a new holiday resort was to be built. It was initially a 

great success, 6,500 folk coming by train  in 1932,  and this 

growth in traffic warranted doubling of the track  between 

Allhallows and the junction at Stoke. Sadly, it didn’t last with 

East Kent sands being preferred to Thames mud and latterly  

who wanted Allhallows -on- Sea when Benidorm beckoned? 

The inevitable closure to passengers occurred in December 

1961 and the site is now a large caravan park although the listed water tower remains incongruously amongst the 

caravans.  

Industry also eventually found the Hoo Peninsular. A factory for asbestos sheeting was established at Higham, and 

a large cement works was built at Cliffe. The Royal Navy built an ammunition depot (Chattenden) near to Sharnal 

Street where interchange sidings were laid. Berry Wiggins built a refinery and oil storage farm at Hoo on the site of 

a former airship base. Finally BP built a large oil refinery at Grain where Port Victoria Pier once stood and the SER 

thought a new Port would be built. It was, but not by the SER!  All of these generated rail traffic but most are now 

gone although  the line is still  busy for stone and oil / gas imports at Cliffe and Grain.  

 Today, The single line HoHR is alive and kicking still and there are serious proposals to re-introduced a passenger 

service to Hoo. I have a personal tale to end with. My maternal Grandparents  and family once lived close to the 

line at Cliffe. One of the sons was a seaman and he brought home a monkey which one day got out. He found the 

Cliffe Home Starter signal enticing, climbed it and sat on the arm. The Cliffe signalman was unable to pull it off for 

the Allhallows train until the monkey was encouraged down an hour later! " Service suspended….monkey on the 

line". A final snippet from the Hundreds; Middle Stoke halt stood in splendid isolation between the hamlets of 

Stoke and Lower Stoke. (there are three Stokes...Upper, 

Middle & Lower) The halt could only be reached via a muddy 

footpath across the fields. Kent County Council undertook a 

renewal of sign posts and put up a finger post indicating the 

footpath to the halt. There was one problem. The new sign 

was erected in 1970, the last passenger train left twelve 

years earlier! 

Proper BR! The staggard platforms of Hoo Junction staff 

halt, opened in 1956 to serve the new yards located both 

sides of the North Kent line  at the junction with the freight 

only Hundred of Hoo branch.  Photo: Nigel Kidd 

SECR H Class 31324 at Allhallows-on-Sea station.  



With the present war in Ukraine revealing many distressing images of displaced families I was reminded that many UK chil-

dren were evacuated at the start of WW11. Fear that German bombing would cause civilian deaths prompted the government 

to evacuate children, mothers with infants and the infirm from British towns and cities during the Second World War. Evacua-

tion took place in several waves. The first came on 1 September 1939,  the day Germany invaded Poland and two days before 

the British declaration of war. Over the course of three days 1.5 million evacuees were sent to rural locations considered to be 

safe. Evacuation was voluntary, but the fear of bombing, the closure of many urban schools and the organised transportation 

of school groups helped persuade families to send their children away to live with strangers.  Evacuation was a huge logistical 

exercise which required thousands of volunteer helpers. The first stage of the process began on 1 September 1939 and in-

volved teachers, local authority officials, railway staff, and 17,000 members of the Women's Voluntary Service (WVS). The 

WVS provided practical assistance, looking after tired and apprehensive evacuees at railway stations and providing refresh-

ments in reception areas and billeting halls. Volunteers were also needed to host evacuees of course.   

Parents were issued with a list detailing what their children should take with them when evacuated. These items included a 

gas mask in case, a change of underclothes, night clothes, plimsolls (or slippers), spare stockings or socks, toothbrush, comb, 

towel, soap, face cloth, handkerchiefs and a warm coat although many poorer families struggled to provide their children with 

all of the items listed. Evacuees and their hosts were often astonished to see how each other lived. Some evacuees flourished 

in their new surroundings whilst others endured a miserable time away from home. Many evacuees from inner-city areas had 

never seen farm animals before or eaten vegetables. In many instances a child's upbringing in urban poverty was misinterpret-

ed as parental neglect. By the end of 1939, when the widely expected bombing raids on cities had failed to materialise, many 

parents whose children had been evacuated in September decided to bring them home again. By January 1940 almost half of 

the evacuees returned home, despite the government producing posters  urging parents to leave evacuees where they were 

while the threat of bombing remained likely.  

This  picture shows a group arriving in the Welsh valleys at Pontypool Road GWR station complete with gas masks and belong-

ings. Note The adults accompanying them are wearing arm bands, which identify them as volunteer marshals.  

Photo: Robert Williams collection 



What a cheeky Chappie,  obviously happy in his work! Flag and warning bell in hand, legend-

ary Newhaven shunter Harry Alvis leads class A1X ‘Terrier’ tank No 2636  back from the little 

known Newhaven West Quay line.  This was accessed by a short stretch of street tramway 

along the main A259 south coast road which included the swing bridge across the river Ouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harry Alvis was a local councillor and is pictured Above being interviewed by Richard Dimbleby the BBC Radio for 

the Down Your Way programme.  Later Avis Way in Newhaven was named after him. 

Following the opening of the branch from Lewes to Newhaven, the LB&SCR sought to develop a shorter  route  

Boulogne. The LB&SCR built its wharf and warehousing facilities on the east side of the river along  

with Newhaven Harbour station and the prestigious London and Paris Hotel.  It funded the dredging of the chan-

nel and other improvements to the harbour between 1850 and 1878, to enable it to be used by larger cross-

channel ferries and in 1863 the LB&SCR and the Chemins de Fer de l'Ouest introduced the Newhaven–Dieppe 

passenger service.  

 Originally the 1866 swing bridge was manually operated, and 

needed a team of several men to operate the bridge using a 

capstan mounted in the centre of the swing span giving a di-

rect vertical drive to the pivot mechanism. The old swing 

bridge consisted of 5 spans, the swing span giving a 50 foot 

wide navigation passage for vessels.  Apparently,  at one time 

the Newhaven Bridge carried a gas main and when the bridge 

was to be opened the section of gas main on the swing sec-

tion had to be isolated and the main separated. The volume 

of gas remaining in the isolated section was sufficient to keep 

the gas lamps on the swing section burning while the bridge 

was swung!  A replacement bridge opened in 1974, slightly to the south of the original. During the latter half of 

the twentieth century the port of Newhaven, in common with many other ports such as Liverpool or London, ex-

perienced a decline. Once nearly the whole population of the town worked either in the port or on the railway, 

but not today.   

from London to Paris via Dieppe , in competition with the SER routes from Dover to Calais and Folkestone to 



 

Motor Launch: Reading to Brentford.  

From the Great Western Railway Magazine. 

In March 1927, the Great Western Railway came to the rescue of the 

BBC by conveying from Reading to Brentford the motor launch from 

which the first live broadcast of the Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race 

was made. The Great Western Railway Magazine described how it was done: 

In consequence of several locks on the River Thames being under repair, the Great Western Railway Company 

were called upon to convey the motor launch from which was broadcast a description of the progress of the Uni-

versity Boat Race on April 2. The launch, the property of Messrs. Hobbs & Son of Henley, was chosen by the B.B.C. 

on account of the silent working of its engine. It was not available for transit before Monday, March 28, having 

been used for coaching the Oxford crew, so consequently it had to be conveyed to London, fitted out and tested, 

within four days. In order to give the BBC engineers sufficient time in which to complete their work a speedy trans-

it was essential. The nearest point to Henley having rail access alongside the river is the G.W.R. Company’s Bear 

Wharf on the River Kennet at Reading. The launch was accordingly brought to this point by water, and taken out of 

the river and loaded upon a macaw wagon, with match truck. The Company’s 12-ton hand travelling crane was 

sent from West Drayton to Reading to perform the work of lifting out of the water in consequence of the distance 

from the river to the adjoining sidings. The launch weighed 4 tons and was 50 ft in length. To avoid crushing the 

sides when being lifted it was necessary to prepare a cradle round the launch to take the strain. Punctually at the 

appointed time,  the launch arrived at Reading; fitting up with the cradle was at once commenced, and when ready 

this was lowered into the water, and passed into position under the keel. The work of raising the launch and load-

ing on to the rail wagon was then safely accomplished and the consignment dispatched to Brentford, arriving the 

next day. On the Wednesday morning, the transfer from rail vehicle to river again at Brentford Dock was safely 

accomplished.  

The photograph published in the 

magazine shows the launch 

‘Magician’ lifted out of the wa-

ter at Reading by the crane. It is 

a similar vehicle to 12 ton hand 

crane No 205 preserved at Did-

cot Railway Centre. Is the gent 

standing near the stern of the 

launch showing off, or is he 

there as a balance weight?  

On arrival in London, the BBC’s 

technicians loaded the launch 

with half a ton of equipment. On 

its website the BBC describes 

how the broadcast was 

achieved: "The technical challenge of providing a running commentary over the length of the four and a quarter 

mile course was considerable. The commentators, Mr Nickalls and Mr Squire, described the race to listeners from 

a launch which followed the Oxford and Cambridge crews. An aerial on the launch relayed the signal to two receiv-

ing stations in Barnes, from where it was sent by landline to Savoy Hill for broadcast. Care was taken to evoke the 

atmosphere along the banks of the Thames, as well as to describe the race, which was won by Cambridge.”  

With thanks to Didcot Railway Centre 


